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Special Passover Teachings
 
This is Passover week. The United Israel Center South
in Saint Francisville hosted a Passover celebration on
Monday, April 10th. You can view the teaching here.
Additionally, United Israel Staff writers published several
relevant articles on the subject of Passover. Telling the
Story provides a guide, as the title implies, on how to
tell the story of the Passover, including a list of essential
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texts. United Israel teachers have noted an increased
interest in Passover among Christians and other non-
Jews and have therefore published several informative
articles that should be of interest to readers of the
Bulletin. For many Christians, primarily based upon I
Corinthians 5:7, Jesus is associated with the ancient
Passover sacrifice. Does the evidence substantiate
this? See for yourself in, Was Christ Our Passover?.
Christianity, based upon texts from the gospel
narratives, correlates the Passion Week with the season
of Passover, but can we sort out the sources? In,
Passover, Last Supper, Good Friday, and Easter
Sunday: Digging Into Our Sources, Dr. James Tabor
reviews these very questions. At this link, readers will
find a convenient collection of several articles published
on the popular TaborBlog for the inquiring mind. Was the
"last supper" for instance a Passover meal? See Was
Jesus' Last Supper a Passover Meal on the
TaborBlog where Dr. Tabor gives his own view, as well
as links to the work of other scholars on the subject. The
recognition of Good Friday assumes that Jesus died on
Friday, but is this the case? Check out Jesus Died on a
Thursday Not a Friday for a challenge to this long-held
view.
 

 
Sabbath Teaching Link
 
Readers of the Bulletin may be interested in our
Sabbath teaching for April 15, 2017. This weekend
the Christian world will be placing emphasis on the
resurrection of God's son. As it turns out, this Sabbath is
the intermediate Sabbath of Passover. Interestingly
enough, though perhaps unnoticed by most, the
emphasis in synagogues around the world this weekend
is ALSO on the resurrection of God's firstborn. Join
Ross as he shows proof from the Hebrew Bible. You will
not want to miss this teaching! Class begins at 10:30
AM CST at the United Israel Center South in Saint
Francisville, and live streamed on our YouTube channel
here.
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From the Archives
 
In an archived letter dated March 16, 1944, our founder
David Horowitz greeting the "brethren and families in
United Israel," said among other things, "Israel now
returning to Jehovah and to His Law should find it a
blessing and a privelege and an honor to observe the
commandment of Passover to the glory of Jehovah
God, King and Redeemer of Israel, in these important
days of decision."
 
We at United Israel World Union, wish you and yours a
Chag Pesach Sameach!

 
 



 
Birthdate of Founder David
Horowitz
 
April 9th marks the birthdate of our founder. David was
born on April 9, 1903. For more information on his
remarkable life, check out this link.
 

 

 
New On Our Website
 

 
The latest in Executive VP Ralph Buntyn's series,
Remembering David Horowitz, the 26th in his popular
series, is up on our site. As always, Ralph covers his
period of focus with great skill, incorporating fascinating
historical details, weaving in world events and how
United Israel touched history, and how its founder was a
man on the scene.
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Beginning with the death of Cantor Aaron Horowitz,
father of founder David Horowitz in 1971, Ralph's latest
moves effortlessly from the halls of the UN, to the
Middle East, to the Munich Olympics of 1972, and from
the rise of Egyptian leader Sadat to the death of
President Truman. As with the other installments of his
series, the Massacre at Munich is a must read. If you
have not followed the series closely, we recommend that
you read them all here.
 
Hebrew Language Helps
 
Many of the readers of the Bulletin may find our Hebrew
Helps page useful. On this page, we have helpful charts
for the Hebrew AlephBeth and the Vowel Sounds. We
also have vocabulary charts for all Hebrew words
occuring more than 50 times in the Hebrew Bible. These
resources are available in PDF, and can be printed for
study, enabling one to learn the basics of the Hebrew
language. The United Israel Center South is planning to
offer Beginning Biblical Hebrew classes online soon via
our YouTube channel for all who are interested. The
classes will be provided at no charge and available
worldwide via the Internet. Stay tuned for more
information in a future edition of the Bulletin.
 
Annual Conference
 
Members of United Israel World Union are preparing for
our 74th Annual Meeting / Conference to be held in
Saint Francisville, Louisiana the last weekend of April.
For information about the conference, including the
program and the registration form, please visit our
Conference Page. We intend to live stream the
sessions via our YouTube channel for those who not in
attendance. Links will be posted prior to the event.
 
 

 
Now He Belongs To The Ages
 
On Good Friday, April 14, 1865, President Abraham
Lincoln was mortally wounded by the bullet of an
assasin. In this blog post, the Editor reminds readers of
this event in American history, and reveals an interesting
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fact about one of America's favorite Presidents. It should
be noted that the publication of this edition of the
Bulletin marks the 152nd anniversary of that event.
Read the article here.

 
Peace Uncensored
Countering	Internet	Censorship	in	the	Middle	East
 
The Arab speaking world surrounds Israel. One hundred
seventy seven million young people between the ages of
15-29 in these countries have a curiosity for the outside
world. Internet censorship is a reality for all people
living in the Middle East other than in Israel. Most, if
not all Arab speaking countries track their users and
restrict access to web sites deemed "immoral." The
definition of immoral includes web sites from Israel, or
for Israel. Imagine looking for information on a tour to
Israel and having the screen on your device block
internet access.
 
Young people in these countries have learned how to
circumvent government controlled access to the outside
world through proxy servers in outside countries.
Knowledge of this phenomenon has opened a door for
uncensored information to find a way to individuals
seeking truth in these countries.
 
The Halawa Initiative is a U.S. based nonprofit
organization created in response to a noticeable lack of
positive information over social media about western,
democratic, and pluralistic values in Arabic. The intent
of this organization is to close the gap of
misunderstanding and ultimately decrease tension
between the cultures of the Middle East. The Arab
speaking web series on Youtube aims to create
understanding between Jews, Christians and Muslims.
 
We became friends with the founder of The Halawa
Intitiative at the United Nations and support his work
towards Peace.
 
C.	Chad	Morrow-World	Union	Press
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Anti BDS FACT - Record in
Tourism!
 
According to the World Jewish Congress, tourism to
Israel is up 24% in the first quarter of 2017 over the first
quarter of 2016. According to a recent post on
Facebook by the group, 739,000 tourists made the trip
from abroad to set this "all-time record." The post also
stated that the Ministry of Tourism is hoping to break the
record for highest number of tourists to visit Israel,
which was 3.5 million in 2013! Will you help them break
the record?
 
 
Friends & Associates of United Israel
 
Check out our friends at Galilee Green. You can
subscribe and even get Olive Oil shipped directly to your
home from Israel! Follow them on Facebook for news,
recipes, Torah thoughts and more.
 

 
During our recent United Nations trip, members of
United Israel met Perry Bindelglass of Bindelglass
Photography. Readers of the Bulletin will enjoy his
work, especially his fantastic photos of the land of
Israel.

 
Readers of the Bulletin who are considering Bible and
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Book rebinding are encouraged to check out the
wonderful work of Leonard's Books. The Editor and Dr.
James Tabor have used Leonard's on several occasions
and find their workmanship and customer service to be
incomparable in the field. Leonard's is currently shipping
to the Editor a project that will be featured in the next
edition.
 

 
_________________________________________________
 

 

United Israel on Social Media
 

Subscribe to UI on YouTube
Follow Us on Twitter
Like Us on Facebook
Join our Facebook Group

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecteteur adipiscing elit.
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